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On Union Closing
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Students Talk, Commiffit¥nhr.&t13ns
The Union Board Operations
and Procedures Committee met
from 12:30 to 4:30 p.m.
yesterday to discuss the
po&sibility of closing the Union,
A crowd of approximately 50
people listened while chairman
Don Burge opened the ·hearings
for discussion, and the Uniop.
Ballroom which was set up for
1000 people never increased ip.
attendance as the afternoon
progressed.
The building, which serves.
thousands of people daily, had
an l y a handful out of those

"If the taxpayers pay
for it, it should be open to

everyone. Are citizens
going to have to show
their I. D.'s?"
thousands to contribute to a
solution regarding its use.
Burge identified what he called
"five basic proposals" before the
Board, but said he welcomed any
additional ideas. The five
proposals are: Remove current
restrictions, maintain the current
situation, impose an ID check
after 3 p.m., impose an ID check
all day long and closing the
building entirely.
Professor Ed Hoyt of the
political science department was
the first person to speak at the
hearings.
_.
_,
Unduly Restrictive Policy
''It would create a bad
atmosphere if we had an unduly
restricttv~ policy on entrance to
the Union," he said.
Both Hoyt and a girl student
asked what would happen to the
visitors and travelers from other
universities and cities. To this Paul
Petty, the faculty representative
on the subcommittee, replied the
latitude of the director of the

Interested Patrons

union would allow him to eJi,cept
bona fide travelers and students
from other places.
Ms. Melvin Roberts, an
Albuquerque citizen, asked why
the Union should be a "closed
corporation" when it is being run
on the taxpayers money.
''If the taxpayers pay for it, it
should be open to everyone," said
Ms. Roberts. "Are citizens going
to have to show their IDs?"
Roberts asked whose idea these
alternatives were and Burge
replied it was his. Roberts asked
for a list of the main committee's
members so interested citizens
could protest. Burge said he
would have a list of the names
published.

Albuquerque's Problems
uThe problems of the student
union aren't.just the union
problems but Albuquerque
problems. It is a nice building in
our community and should be
kept open," Roberts added.
ASUNM Sen, Jerry Buckner
. suggested students possibly might
patrol drug traffic themselves.
11
0ne day I was upstairs in the
john and I saw two high school
kids. One was carping his guts out
and the other was having a great
time. They were on something,"
said Buckner.
One student who works at the
Alpha Phi Omega coat check in
the Union says he sits there
everyday and watched drug
transactions taking place.
"I have been an army brat all
my life and I can tell you it
doesn't take long to get used to

members.
"I see closing the Union as
discrimination against alumnae,
visitors, husbands, wives, and
children of faculty, students aml
staff," he said.
Restricting a Life Style
Schmidt said this proposal
would keep out a certaiJ} "new
life style" which som<: people are
Uving, and there is no need to

get use to it/' he said.
Professor Paul Schmidt of the
Philosophy department presented
a Faculty Policy Committee
resolution to the committee
nsking the Union not be closed
after 3 p.m. to non-students,
nan-faculty, or non·staff

As long as people are willing to
buy drugs there will be people
there to sell them and placing
guards at the doors will do no
good because guards can be
bought off just as other officials
have been.
Schmidt suggested a methedone

tshuwing your ID llll the time. You

Pbotos by Chuilk Fell

Union Panel

discriminate against this Ufe style.

Members of the Gallery in the Union Ballroom listen to remarks
from the Union Board's Operations and Procedures Subcommittee
at an opening hearing to discuss the possibility of restricting access
to the building.

Operations and Procedures Committee members from left to
right Ray Schowers, Don Burge, Paul Petty and Carroll Lee listen
to testimony at the committee's open hearing yesterday.
treatment in the . building for
heroin addicts, and some sort of
advice to determine if drugs were
good or not. The latter has been
installed at Harvard, he said.
Other speakers mentioned that
part time students would not have
access to the Union because they
could not get an lD and that to
close the Union entirely would
only lead to -riots. (AU studenta
are issued !D's.)
A campus police officer said
that as long as he had worked in
the Union he had never arrested
anyone for theft or drugs.
Overruling the Board
When one student brought up
the question of a student election
or a Union Board decision to keep
the Union open being overturn~d
by the Administration, Harold
Lavender, vice president of
student affairs said, "ln the past,
the Administration has not to my
knowledge gone against a
recommendation from the Union
Board,"
Burge defended the Board as a
girl asked "Are you going to close
the city of Albuquerque to
non-residents?., Burge told the
group th~ <pH!stions and
discussion should p<>rtain to the
Union and nnl th~ •.ity or the
country.
Another stud<'nt said "Thert>
are nearly 20,u00 sludtmts and
out there is a huge silent majority.
I don't sec how you guys can
make any decisions based on what
you've heard today."
Lavender suggested students
could make their opinions known
through the Jetter <!olumn of The
Daily Lobo and surveys and
studies such as had helm made in
the past. He emphasized the
Board had made many efforts to
get student upinion and "I don't
know what else we can do."

He explained the Union had
been der.igned for a different
generation or students.
"Suddenly, the 1960's came and
we were locked into this
building,"
Ray Schowcra, Union Doard
chairman, caid the Regents would
do nothing unless the Board asked
them; in essence the decision is up

to the Board itself, he added.
Burge told the ztud\cnce ..We

reserve the right to evict anyone
from the building Cor due causewhich is usually left up to the
police. If anyone refuses to leave
the building, he can be arrested

''There are nearly
20,000 students, and out
there is a Iiuge silent
majority. I don't see how
you guys can make any
decisions based on what
you've henrd today."
for trespassing." Burge spoke in
reply to n rash. or ebarges that the
pohce could be rnor~ effectively
used.
Burge said the potic£' have
copie~; or the t•cstrictions
regulating the Union•s use.
Stuc.t(>nm cutllplain<•d restriction
would limit students from other
universities in the city; for
instance, otte University of
Albuqu(lrqu~ student cornplaint!d
he liked to stop for a cup of
coffee and a newspaper after
studying in the UNM library.
Unveiled thrMts of violence if
the Uniort was dosed managed to
filter in. "This is 19'12 -remembe.. what h~ppend in
Chicago in '68," one non•studcnt
said.

White Questions Ethnic Studies Funding
Campus Address Calls for Priorities Rearranging
By MARK EVANOFF
"1 will strenuously object to
funding of ethnic studies by11
Student Government this year.
This was an important part of
Ken Whites' State of the Campus
Address, delivered to the first
session of the spring semester's
Senate last night.
.
White President of ASUNM,
defended his position by saying
tht:! administration could, if it
wanted to, fund the ethnic studies
without ~my problem.
Not Student Duty
"lt is not the duty of the BEF.
or the State of New Mexico to
deterrnina that priority nor is it

the duty of the student body to
doubly pay for their education as
we have had to do here bE!cause of
inadequate support-both of these
things rest in the determination
and jurisdiction of the
administtation .•• and it is within
their purview to fund it (ethnic
studies) completely and
adequately/' White said.
"We should nat be continually
told that this or any other
institution bas as its top priority
ethnic awareness or innovative
educational programs that go
underfunded," he continued.
In other matters mentioned in
the speech White praised some of

the prajec:ts funded by the fall
semester Senate such as the
Duplicating Center, the bikes
racks bought, the Youth Caucus
the Senate partially funded and
the Multi-Media Week.
In dther praises White
mentioned a rtumber of the
standing committees including the
Popular Bntertaintnertt
Committee.
Yes Even P.E.c.
''The Cultural, Speakers, Film
and, yes, even the Popular
Entertainment Committees
deserve our highest recognition
l'or providing the excellent and
various forms ot entertainment

and activities to t>Ur student functionirtg of these bodies he
body ••.• Granted, the Popular mentioned the re·instrtternent of
Entertainment Committee has the Bachelors' of Business
sufiered growing );)ains and Administration degree, strides in
neglected institution of; and strict University Governartce to broaden
adherence to swndard operating it, consideration or students;
procedures~ they have nevertheless
membership on faculty
provided a number of eJCcellent committees, and the possibility of
shows and concerts for the a student on the Board of Regents
students;" he said.
in. the near future.
Still along the lines of praise,
White only had three money
White mentioned the Public proposals for the spring semester.
Relations nnd Student Lobby who These were $3500 plus mailing
"have been instrumental in charges for a student government
helping us create and develop the handbook, $500 for the Senate)s
lines or communication with an part in financing the D. H.
alienated public and legislature. 11 Lawrence Ranch Conference, and
'l'o give examples of the money for more bike racks.
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Lecturer Describes Guilt Feelings
By PAUL SCHERR
Tha undesir&bility of guilt
feelings was emphasized by
visiting Nietzsche expert and Phi
Beta Kappa scholar Walter
Kaufmann ye~terday.
K11 u fmann will present two
lectures today on "Nietzsche: His
Relevance Today," and "The Faur
of Freedom" at 2 p.m. and 8 p.m.
respectively in the Kivn.
Tomorrow hll will give a poetry
:reading at 3 p.m. and a lecture 011
"The Need for Alienation" at 8
p.m.
.
The ~'Fear" lecture will cover
part of the subject in his
forthcoming book, "Beyond Guilt
and Justice," which he calls "a
sharp attacl~ on guilt feellngs."
Kaufmann derides guilt feel!ngs
as being "unnecessary." He
describes guilt as the
internalization of outside feelings
and, as Freud did, aggressiveness

Cons'lrve paper-give this paper tG • a friend

Ethnic Funding llassle Revived
The ASUNM Senate and President la$t
night made an initial verbal assault on the
UNM administration for its refusal to
gracefully assume the burden of funding the
three ethnic studies center.
President Ken White, in a modest bid,
"petitioned the administration to assume
their duty to fund the ethnic studies."
The Senate appropriated $150 for a
special lobby effort to persuade the
Legislative Finance Committee to push
"complete" funding of ethnic programs by
the state's universities. It also passed a
resolutiott urging schools cut back other
department expenses to fund ethnic
programs.
The dual actions signal a beginning to the

complex political maneuvering of ethnic
centers funding,
ASUNM seed money provided several
years ago has gradually evolved into a
semi-maintenance fund.
Whether the administration's financial
commitment matches its verbal commitment
to the support of the centers is still debated,
During the next few months, both the
administration and ASUNM will be
constructing their final budgets for the
coming year.

Ex Cathedra
By Tim

Hunter

A recent poll conducted by the UNM student governme!lt
shows mass indifference to student government and 1ts
activities, The results, previously printed in the Daily Lobo,
show that 71 per cent of students would not want to be a
member of a student government committee; 43 per cent
never listened to KUNM, the FM radio station they support
financially; 45 per cent never attend a speaker presentation;
nearly 40 per cent never attend a football game; and more
than one-third never attend basketball games either.
Probably the situation is even worse than is shown by
These months will determine whether or
crude
statistics. For example, how many of the 67 per cent
not ASUNM has the determination, and the
clout, to follow up the ethnic funding who have heard KUNM listen to it regularly? 25 per cent? 10
per cent? One per cent? Surely, not many do; I recall a time
position announced last night.
when KUNM, several years ago, offered $5 each to the first
10 persons who would telephone the station located under
the Union. The phone never rang that evening.
How about football? Your writer has attended exactly one
football game, in 1965. Yet that game would put one in with
the 60 per cent who attend games, including the people who
go all the time.
The Film Committee has presented excellent programs this
year, sometimes drawing SRO crowds. But if you add the
numbers up at, say, the three showings of a particular film~ it
wouldn't come to more than 500 or 600 out of a campus of
19,000. And how many of those persons who attend the
films are students? How many were girlfriends, faculty
members or just community people?
Each fulltime student is required to pay $24 per year to
student government. What is done with this money is mostly
a mystery to students. The budget of the student government
has been defeated several times in the past and the tendency
is for it to only pass at !(special" elections when few students
vote. Most likely, a majority of students would not approve
any budget for student government if actually asked for an
opinion.
We com~ to the contents of the current 1971-1972 UNM
Catalog:
"Stop worrying-we'll call it protective reaction!"

Political Science Teachers
Question Board' s-Decision

One political science professor teacher is not to be continued in
has been denied tenure and service after the expiration of that
another department faculty period." It is on this basis that
member has been told he cannot students allege proctldutal
expect to be ·given tenure when irregularity.
his case comes before senior
In a letter made public today,
faculty members next winter.
graduate student Tom Hogg, who
Department Chairman Michael is employed in the Student
Gehlen denies such a decision has Activities office, charged: "I do
yet been reached, and insists "it not know what rational could
would be inappropriate for me to have shaped the committee's
make any comment because my deciJ>ion, unless it w&s that he
role is still active !n it."
Brisk, according to another (Bdsk) cared and was concerned
faculty member, was denied about his students. I have found
tenure by a majority vote, The only one or two other University
voting faculty in the department professors who were as concerned
are reportedly sharply divided with helping the students
understand the material in a
about the decision.
course
as Bill Brisk."
The faaulty handbook states
The llltter was addressed to
"notice .should be made at least
one year prior to the expiration of Dean of the Collllge of Arts and
the probationary !Jetiod if the Sciences Nathaniel Wollman.

i'

~!

"ASSOCIATED STUDENT FEE. The assessment of this

body, through its organization, the Associated Students of
the University of New Mexico, and the University collects
this fee as an accommodation (considerable laughing at this
point) to the Associated Students. The amount of the fee is
determined by vote (movement in the hall, much noise) of
the members of the Associated Students and is subject to
change at any time by new vote." (Uproar, shouts of
"shame!" and "throw the rascals out!")

been announced by William
Seymour, music department
chairman.
Ademus Edwards, assistant
professor of music, is the faculty
coordinator of the bureau which
employs three music students.
The three each ate working on a
part-time basis.
Edwards said the students were
hired to work out the details of all
music department-sponsored or
co-sponsored events.
Since UNM is growing and the
number of events in the music
department is increasing a
separate office was needad to deal

•

Ironically, student health and accident insurance is not
covered in the fees a student pays and is voluntary!
Before the G.I. Bill of World War II, the activity fee was
not required of students. However, when returning vets in
1946 found that their bill money only covered umandatory"
fees, they decided to make the activity fee compulsory to
shake-down Uncle Sugar. The situation has not been changed,
even though today's Veteran's Administration cares nothing
about "fees."
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By NORMAN KE!MPSTER
WASHINGTON (UPI)President .Nixon's eight·point
peace proposal is an effort to take
the offensive in the war for public
opinion both at home and abroad.
In dramatically revealing the
Jll'Oposal he offerlld privately in
October, Nixon appeared to be
talking more to the American
pubHc than to the North
Vietnamese who have known o!
his initiative for three months and
ignored it.
The President may have
defused domestic critics ranging
from some relatives of prisoners
of war to Democratic presidential
wndldates who have been urging
him to offer to withdraw all U.S.
troops in exchange for relea$e of
thePOW11.
F:xtra Mlle
The record Nixon revealed
Indicated the United States hasas he put it- "gone the extra
mile" In seeking a solution t() the
war~

Nixon said the record of secret
negotiations "show unmistably
that Hanoi- not Washington ot
Page 2

Saigon - has made the war go
on."'
"Some of our citizens have
become accustomed to thinking
that whatever our government
says must be false, and whatever
our enemies say must be true as
far as this war is concerned," he
said.
But the plan has been before
the North Vietnamese since Oct.
11. The communists .b..a11!! .not
even responded to it, indicating
they do not find it acceptable.
Insistence
A White House official who was
in the thick of the secret
negotiations said the North
Vietnamese have consistently
insisted that any solution must
overthrow the Saigon gov-erntnent
of President Nguyen Van Thieu
and bar Thieu from the political
life of South Vietnam.
Nixon specifically rejected that
condition; "The only thing this
plan does not do is to join our
enemy to overthrow our ally,
which the United States of
America will never do," he said.
The Nixon proposal calls for a
cease fire throughout Indochina -

wltll the department o£ ntuoic hruo

r~
I

I
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of tho buret\u..,

The music students working on
the Concert Bureau are Steve
Hedberg, Joneve Losack and
Andrea Maxey.
Among their duties will be
receiving telephone calls,
answering questions and taking
care of correspondence having to
do with music events, working
directly with the Public
Information Office at UNM in
dissemination of news items,
making programs and tickets for
events and arranging music
student assemblies.
The concert bureau is in room
2120 of the Fine Arts Center and
its telephone number is 277•2945.
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Undoubtably, if you went into it deep enough, you'd find
that student government itself was created as some sort of a
subterfuge by returning War of 1812 veterans who wanted to
escape 8 p.m. curfew and mandatory labor on the county
roads.

a condition that has been offered
Do you read ''New Mexico Magazine," a publication of the
to the communists before and Department of Development designed to sell people from
never accepted.
other states on New Mexico? For a while it looked like N.M.
Aid
Mag
was going to turn professional and become almost as
The White House official added
that the United States will interesting as "Arizona Highways!'
continue providing military and
Well, not anymore. Sic transit gloria.
economic aid to Saigon so long as
Hanoi accepts such aid from its
'l'he latest issue contains not one but two articles
allies, presumably China and the
describing
the scenic beauties of our picturesque governor,
Soviet Union. This matter has also
In case you didn't know what a ttuly fantastic
Bruce
King.
been rejected previously by the
communists.
guy Gov. King is, you and people in 49 other states now have
The Nixon package may be just a chance to spend 60 cents and find out.
about as far as the United States is
willing to go in seeking a
'l'he same issue also contains a long piece lauding the
negotiated end to the war.
daddy
of State Sen. Odis Echols (Dem., naturally) who had
''If the enemy wants peace, it
will have to. recognize the somethi.'lg to do with perpetrating hill·billy music. Just the
important difference betweeu right image for New Mexico, eh?
settlement and surrender/' the
Apparently, the local Democrats have jumped the gun on
President said.
If settlement sho!'t of surrender the federal law to finance their elections with tax money and
is impossible, Nixon obviously have decided to make N.M. Mag just what it always should
wants to let the Amerie11.n public have been: a magazine about them.
know that he tried. The plan
might not end the war but it
(Secret information, leaked from columnist Jack
could pull the war issue out from
Anderson,
discloses that in an upcoming issue of N.M. Mag, a
under his Democratic opponents
and possibly put some fold-out of Lt. Oov. Mondragon will be included as well as
international heat on the wallet - sized photos of the chairman of the Legislative
<:omtnunists to end the fighting. Finance Committee, whoever that is. Stay tuned.)

Photo by Chuck Feil

Walter Kaufmann

only with these ev.-:nts, Echvards
added in explaining the purpose

1-<

Nixon Seeking Opinion Lead

so me one deserves, he added.
When a person has broken a law
and is sentenced to prison, we
don't need to claim that "justice"
hils been done. Tltere i& a definite
need for law and enforcement, he
explains, but emphasis should be
placed on preventativll measures
rather than on a system of
"desserts,''
Although books on philosophy
usually reach only a sma!!_segment
of readers and have a shorflH:'e, &II
of Kaufmann's are still in print
and widely read, His public&tions
include "Nietzsche, Critique . of
Religion and Philosophy," "The
Faith of a Heretic," "Cain and
other Poems," and "Tragedy and
Philosophy."
In addition, he has translated
Faust and Martin Bubllr's "I and
Thou," and was the recipient of
the international Leo Baeck Prizll
in 1961.
Kaufmann attributes the
popularity of Nilltzsche's works
among students to his
individualistic, anti·establishment
views.
The Encyclopedias Brittanica
and America, among many others,
have chosen Kaufmann to write
the articles on Nietzsche for them.

Concert Bureau Is Formed

The formation of a Concert
Bura(l.u to work in ccmjunction

fee is a voluntnry action (suppressed laughter) of the student

I

turned ag11inst oneself. In other
words, a parson feels guilty
because he did something his
parents, for e"ample, would not
r
approve of.
Instead, he advocate~ a severe
self· criticism and evaluation of
oneself in much the same way a
photographer critically analyzes
his pictQres. lfa faels a person
ahould not jl.ldge himself by other
people's standards.
The professm· also holds soma
rather unique views on the subject ·
of justice. He divides justice into
two categories: retributive, or
punitive, and distributive justice,
whereby a person Is rewarded for
liOmething.
Both typas, he said, operate on
the concept that . justice is a
''dessert"- something a person
gets because he "deserves" it.
However, no one is in a position
to determine just wh&t exactly
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By KEN WHITE, JR.
It is with a great deal of
ple<Jsure that I seize this
oppcwtunity to SPE:lak to vou a.nd
for some of you, launch you il1to
your n11w respoosibilities as
elected student senatm·s. I trust
that all of you return refreshed
after the recent holiday season....
The status of ASUNM finaoces
is excellent for the beginning of
semester two- you will be
receiving that report from our
treasurer tonight so I will not
dwell on it. The credit for this
statq of financial affairs goes to
your able vice prllsident, to whom
I have delegated most of the
ad minil!tra tion of funds; the
treasurer; the finance committee;
and a sensible, cooperative
senate .....
A number of the projects
funded during Session I are
worthy of noting here as
accomplishments,
A. Duplicating Center, located
in the Union, provides acceos to
mimeograph and ditto machines,
typewriter and now a copier
machine which . will provide to
students xeroxed copies for three
cents a copy.
B. We have enacted a viable and
realistic budget to function
within.
C, The bike racks we bought
have been successful.
D. The youth caucus we
partially funded appears to have
been a tremendous succe511.
E. Multi·media Wellk
First, I ask that the Senate
allocate a minimum of $3500,
plua mailing charges, for a student
government handbook that we
have been working on since last
fall. Initially, we were to receive
all of the books free, but there
was too little advertising sold and
therefore we will receive only
7000 of the booklets free. The
additional books and cost of
mailing them to the homes of
each student will be met in this
allocation.

State of the Campus
Seco)ld, I request the a.llocation
of $500 for our part in financing
the D.H. Lawrence Ranch
Co;nferencc which many of you
were privileged to attend.
Third, the success of the bike
racks that we bought indicates the
need for more and we should
attempt to get the administration
to help develop that service,
And last, I shall as I promised
try to form the 72·73 budget in
accordance with the stt~dent
opinion poll done by the Statistics
and Research Committee. I now
pose Feb, 28 at the deadline date
for budget requests from the
various organizations and will try
to get my proposed budget to the
senate within two weeks after th!\t
date.
I also hope to establish a Board
of Finance to assist me and the
Senate and act as a liaison
between us in formulation of the
budget proposal and to provide
additional imput for that
fOJ:mulation. I will include in my
budget proposal (in accordance
with Senate resolutions) a
permanent loan fund for Student
Aids Office,
In the area of legislation, we
have been quite successful in our
attempt to revitalize the Ia~
books and with the great support
and cooperation of the senate
have wiped all of the dead laws
from the old law boolts and
revitalized much of the new one.
We have more work in this area,
however, and later in the session I
shaU propose some specific bills to
do this, Along these same lines we
hope to submit to the student
body a new, more flexible
constitution at this Spring general
election and I request help and
suggestions in drafting it from
those of you who are interested.
I will sct·up a constitutional
revision committee toward that
end .....
Our committees and
commissions have been a great
source of pride and hard work
savers to student government this
past session.
The Summer Camp Placement
Service has performed a very
valuable setvice £or summer time

employment. The library
committees .also deserve special
recognition for their job, to
digress for a moment on the
subject of libraries, I have in my
office a copy of the Booz, Allen &

&milton consultants' report on
the UNM library- a $30,000
dollar document which tells us
what we already knew- if any of
you would like to sec it you are
welcome to study in it the
ASUNM office.
Student Court has revitalized
its procedures and operations and
should be duly praised at this
time.
The Union Board is to be
commended for its attempts to
find solutions to the vast
problems that our Union has
suffered. The Board must now
determine whether or not to take
a very important step to close the
Union to non-students. It must
also select a new director. I ask
for your participation in these
important decisions. Incitlentally,
we have one vacancy on the
Board.
The new Intramural &
Recreation Board is hereby
commended in its operation this
year as it has taken a great burden
off the student senate and student
government.
The Cultural, Speakers, Film
and, yes, even the Popular
Entertainment Committees
deserve our highest recognition
for providing the excellent and
various forms of entertainment
and activities to our student body.
Because of the recent controversy,
I must digress on this point.
Granted, the Popular
Entertainment Committee (PEC)
has suffered growing pains and
neglected' institution of, and strict
adherence to standard operating
procedures, they have nevertheless
provided a number of excellent
shows and concerts for the
students. Furthermore, thanks to
the many hours of hard work and
dedi cation of the ad hoc
committee on PEC, I have high
hopes for a coming semester as
good, no, even better than the
last.
I cannot leave the topic of
committees without mentioning
the fine work exhibited by the
Consumer Affairs Office in
obtaining discounts for UNM
studPnts and the Statistics &
Research Committee

for

their

work in providing a very usable
opinion poll.
Last, but to my mind, one of
the most important is the Public
Relations and Student Lobby who
have been instrumental in helping

B. The o.dherenee to- the 'aEF

recommendation for higher
educaton funding is another
interest,
C. A memorial to the U.S.
Congress concerning tax
exemptions for GA's and TA's
stipends.
D. A memorial concerning
encouragement by the Regents of
each institution of greater
participation by stt~dents.
And others including some tax
bills. All these things are in the
direct interest of the University
.!!nd the state and we encourage

Panasoniu

FRE-SH}JE~J
-here is your chance for a SMALL class ....•.

us. create and develop the lines of
communication with an alienated
public and legislature. With the
help of these and many others we
have been complimented highly
by businessmen, legislators, and
the administration and faculty as
responsible <J.nd professional as
full citizens of this st&te and city.
Because of this we have taken
great strides in student
participation as equals with other
members of our community.
Here I must mention a failure
on my part. Because of my
preoccupation with off·campus
relations, I have neglected many
on campus student· to • student
relations and I will tty to bridge
these problems accordingly during
this se mf;!ster.
I would like to cite specific
examples of the inroads in student
participation.
A. The re-instatement of the
Bachelors' of Business
Administration in which student
opinion was formally recognized
through direct participation.
B. The strides in University
governance to broaden that base,
are another indicator,
C. The consideration of
students' membership on
heretofore only faculty
committees,
D. The possibility of a student
on the Board of Regents grows
nearer reality.
E. The success story of the
married student housing project,
All these examples indicate the
growing effllctiveness of student
and young peoples' voices in
campus affair, To further this
work, I propose to establish this
semester an ad hoc committee to
study curriculum offerings
according to students' needs not
the departments' desires.
In the Legislature the Student
Lobby will be working to help
pass:
A. The library bill we helped to
be introduced which will pwvide
$10 million over a period of five
years to be used to improve the
quality and quantity of volumes
in all of this great state's
institutions of higher learning,

.Sony ......._.
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Stereo Sale

G.S. 102 Freshman Reading Seminar [3]
Broad general reading and class discussion for freshmen,
with senior honors students acting as discussion leaders un·
der faculty direction.
These 3-hour seminars, limited to 10 students each, are open to all
freshmen. They will fulfill part of the course requirement for students
who later enroll in the General Honors Program.
There are a few openings left in some of the ten sections offered.
You can late register for one of these seminars at the Honors Center
(SW corner, Zimmerman Library) , where the schedule is available.

Senate Action
The ASUNM Senate voted last
night to allocate $150 to the
Lobby Committee for the purpose
of persuading the Board of
Educational Finance and the
Legislative Finance Committee to
···-assume · co.mpl-!!·t-!l . fundin« .. .of.
NMSU ethnic study programs~
Further actions included the
election of Sen. Jerry Buckner as
president pro tern and referral of a
bill which would reestablish the
Popular Entertainment
Committee to the Finance and
Steering committees. A motion
was later made to return the bill
to the floor for vote, but resulted
in a 1 0·1 0 tie. Senate President
Jack O'Guinn broke the tie in
favor of sending the bill back to
the committee.

•

Lobo Review

!ames Gang 'Live' Drags On

Berrigan Trial Lawyers
I Select Potential 1urors
va

james gang live in concert

and famine.
I have a feeling the James Gang
better run for the shelter of the
nearest recording studio and hide
The James Gang has always behind some very large 16·track
been somewhat second·string. recorders and hope none of their
Nothing really bad about this tans ever hear this record; beca1,1se
band, it's just that they've never it has got to be either one of the
really shown much in the way of funniest things dished up by this
originality. Now and then of new rock·comedy group or the
course, the b!!nd will finally get saddest collection of garbage any
their shit together and suddenly· freak has ever been forced to
the synthesis necessary to open endure.
The humiliation begins on Side
the music up and make it flow
begins to churn and your ears One (although either side is
crystalize into instant paisley. equally gross) and continues
Fine stuff indeed, but only for without stop to its
undistinguished end. To begin,
brief moments,
Groups do have a way of one gets a quick review of some
growing up though, so it was· with older James Gang tunes. "Stop,"
much enthusiasm that I warmed from ''Yer Album," begins
up the old record machine to hear adequately enough and for a
what the James Gang had to say quick flash one begins to think
in the "live" medium. With no this will rock on into some of Joe
studio tricks to boost power and Walsh's seemingly imposstble
no overdub to improve voices, a guitar work. Dig it, it's definitely
fraud is quickly recognized and impossible. Joe Walsh doesn't
the te8Uitts nrc disaster, pestilence
know a guitar from his navel and
"LIVE IN CONCERT"
The James Gang
(ABC/ABCX 733)

proves it with a seemingly endless
string of unbearable wah·wah fuzz
ad nauseum.
The sameness of all this dtags
on, seemingly forever, and is
culminated on Side Two with
"Lost Woman," and old Yardbird
:riff that WAS pure rock until its
butl;lhcry by Walsh et al. The
James Gang uses this cut to show
their "versatility," with each
member taking a solo, to use the
phrase loosely, Walsh really knows
how to feed back ·through his axe,
and his collection of pedals must
have cost a fortune. Which is too
bad as his investment is definitely
a waste.
Credit for this flop should be
shared equally by the remaining
members of the trio, and the
recording engineer, not necessarily
in that order. Dave Peters on bass
is stupifying, almost beating out
Grand Funk for first place in the
nothing· bass category. '!'here's a
drummer too, but mostly he's
trying in vain to keep up with the
dynamic duo of Peters and Walsh.
Give him an E for effort.
I don't hllve the foggim* notion
of how to pronounce Szymczyc,
which is the engineer's name, and
I'll bet he can't spell - like
c·r·e-a•t·i·v·e. His work here
should be just cause for
blacklisf,ing as the sound, bad as it
is, certainly has no engineering
behind it. Gene:l'ally it leaves you
with a frustrated feeling of
wishing it were tomorrow.
It's terrible when a band has to
lose twice on an album, but such
is the case here. The music is !It its
lowest level and the recording and
editing is worse. What ·more do
you need for a total gross·out?
Tom Lynch

HARRISBURG, Pa, (UPI) ~ A
man and wom< .1 who said 'they
thought p• Jests and nuns
"shouldn't b<! in something like
this" were dismissed Wednesday
from a panel. of prospective jurors
at the Berrigan bombing • kidnap
conspiracy trial.

A jail matron, a former army
intelligence officer and a crew cut
electronics worker who said he
was "pro-government" on the
Indochina war issue were am{)ng
five others also stricken from the
panel as attorneys for the
government and the Rev. Philip
Berrigan and his six codefendants
questioned 14 potential jurors.
The defense was buoyed
Wednesday by news that
Berrigan's brother, Rev. Daniel
Berrigan, would be paroled Feb.
24 from a federal prison at

Danbury, Conn., where he and .his
brother had been serving terms for
a 1968 draft board raid,
"Word from Dan means a lot to
peo pie," said a niece, Anne
Berrigan, 27, of New York. "Of
course, he'll come here."
Di~missals Wednesday left only
51 potential jurors of the 17 5
special veniremen called for the
b·ial. 12 women and two men, one
a black, have so far survived
questioni»g by the lawyers and
U.S, District Judge R. Dixon
Herman.
A.rnong those excused
Wednesday were a Roman
Catholic man and woman who
told Herman they opposed the
active involvement of clergy in the
antiwar movement. Berrigan
. a coat and tie, leaned'
wearmg
forward at the witness table as the
couple explained their beliefs.

Musicians Show Hearing Loss
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI)- A during the study were not
study of 43 rock musicians identified but the specialists said
revealed that continuous exposure they included some of the best
to blaring music can cause known names in the
permanent hearing loss.
contemporary music scene.
41 of the musicians examined
Bach participant was examined
had suffered permanent. hearing both before and after a rock
damage, two doctors reported in pe~:formance. Hearing disability
the January issue of California appeared prior to the concert, and
Medicine, the journal of the was worse afterwards, the study
California Medical Association.
said.
Rayford C. Redell and Charles
P. Lebo, both ear specialists, said
the danger to audiences was even
greater than to musicians because
of the use of amplifiers.
They said noise levels during
rock performances often reached
.,.
Hand BJork Printinl.
140 decibels.
The rock musicians examined
2. f?o,.,.•o • R.R. Murr4 • 24-2·4"3.3
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KUNM., KRST Exchange
Called Misunde~standing

Represen~atives from radio
Durmg the course of the
station KRST attended yesterdays m~eting, it became clear that
Radio Board meeting to hash over ~e1ther Sanchez. nor Gilbert had
an apparent misunderstanding mtended then letters to be
between KUNM and KRST.
understood in the way they were
T h e m is understand in g taken.
apparently stemmed from a Jetter
The subject was brought up
writtenonKUNMietterheadfrom that Sanchez's letter was
Ernie Gilbert, program director of somewhat vaguely worded, and
KUNM
to Phil Sanchez although it didn't specifically
(dbaPhiiShea)concernedaletter name KUNM, it could be
from Sanchez to a record con~trued t~mt K_DNM was the
distributing company regarding station men_honed.m the l~tter,
placement on their mailing list for
Ross ~all~¥· VICe pr,esJdent o£
promotional records
KRST, sa1d, We haven t knocked
· .... ·s··anc
· · li.ez.,s. 1etter
,,_ or mentioned KUNM in the letter.
. . .... ~ ....... h·. ..
· ·s-,.anc
-· ·h-·ez
·· was
· -. ··tota
·· ·1r·y.
. to t c f!!coi'u · T.h. e- .a"t'tac k' on
company satd, m effect, that irresponsible, There is no excuse
KRST. has .taken .over ~he ~ole of for it and I feel that an apolo is
the umvetst~Y rad~o statl<?n u~sof~ in order.''
gy
as the hstemn_g pubhc 1s
Jim Crow, Radio Board
con~erned. It said, when the chairman, said that as far as
public , wanted t~ know about Sanchez's letter goes, "I can see
somethmg happenmg on ~am pus that there might be two sides read
they v.:ould call KRST to fmd out into the letter."
abo~t It.
.
' 'It is a 1so ext r e me 1y
Gilbert rece1ved a CO_PY ?f t~at unfortunate that Gilbert had used
letter fro~ the dlstl:·lb_utmg KUNM letterhead in his letter to
company whJCh prompted h1m to Shea "Crow said
Gi'lbert apologized for his use
send ?- Jette~ to Sanch~z, allegedly
accusm~ h1m of trymg..to ~et of KUNM stationary for the letter
KFNM s name off the mmlmg l1st. to Sanchez,
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each of you to notify your
representatives of your feelings.
At this time I feel it
appropriate to clear up, a:; if it
weren't already, a q1.1estion
concerning my policy on ethnic
studies, a topic on which I have
been misquoted and
misrepresented, First, I quote
from a joint resolution signed by
me.
My friends, as you know we
have been greatly blessed with tho
co·existence of four cultures in
this great state and thus a perfect
opportunity to expand our
awareness and despoil t·acial
prejudice.
ln New Mexico especinlly, it
should be of utmost priority fo<·
each institution to establish and
maintain completely and
adequately ethnic study centers.
It is not the duty of the BEF, o1·
the State o£ New Mexico to
determine that priority nor is it
the duty of the st1.1dent body to
doubly pay for their ed1,wation as
we have had to do.here because of
inadequate support - Both of
these things rest in the
determination and jurisdiction of
the administration of that
institution, be it State, Eastern
'
Western, Highlands or UNM.
The mandate to teach and
educate includes for each school
providing intra·cultural awareness:
And it is within their purview to
fund it completely and
inadequately. I will strenuously
object to funding of ethnic studies
by student government this year.
We should not be continually
told that this or any othllr
insti~ution has as its top priority
ethmc awareness or innovative
educational progl:"ams that go
underfunded.
We should not be told that the
present educational vahJ,es are not
.applicable - that publish or perish
no longer indicates teaching
.ability and yet the present system
is perpetuated more vigorously
than ever, Does a professor that
receives $30,000 per year to .teach
three hours a week indicate
innovation?
Does a $2000 raise in one year
for an adUlinistrator indicate a
lack of funds tor "top priorities"
or misappropriation? 1 say the
latter. We have accomplished a
great deal and have greater
potential j I? session li jf, and only
1f, we conbnue to carefully sclc<>t
the proper issues and proceed
within the bounds of the
democratic process and system.
Relevant change shall continuo
to be the by·word of this
administration if session I is an
indication of session II.
You will recall in my inaugural
addr~ss ! said the throbbing
questiOn 1s can we - will we
accept the responsibility that
should be ours.
I say we have and wiii continue
to reply a resounding yes.

298.6794

NEW MEXICO .LOBO
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famous international dishes
(Hungarian, Dutch, Indonesian,
French, German, and others ...)
lunch 11:30·2:3o dinner 5:3o·g:3o

413 Rometo St. N .W. 2 blocks N.W .
of Old Town Plaza
242·4986
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Lobo Picks
Jan. 27
BYUat

csu

Don
Burge
(9·2)

Mark
Sanchez
(9·2)

Roger
Ruvolo
(10·1)

CSU5

CSU3

CSU4

Wyo. 8

Wyo. 10

Wyo.4

Ariz. 3

UTEP 11

UTEP 5

UTEP 3

UNM2

UNM7

UNM4

UNM1

CSUIO

CSU18

CSU10

csu 3

BYU15

BYUll

BYU5

BYU1

UNM3

UNM9

UNM 10

UNM12

ASU6

UTEP6

UTEP1

UTEP2

BYU 13

Utah
at Wyo.
Jatt. 28
Ariz. at
UTEP
ASUat
UNM
Jan. 29
Utah
at CSU
BYUat
Wyo.
Ariz.
atUNM

Utah 7

a

J
\
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IM Plans New Events

By ROGER J. RUVOLO
Bill Parise, a graduate student
going for his masters degree, has
undertaken the task of being
publicity director for the UNM
Intramural department.
Parise, who was also a team
co-captain for the UNM
gymnastics team last year, took
over the job this semester, and
found his first task one of
analysis. He found participation in
intramurals was down this last
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semester from the spring semester
of the 1970·71 year.
This problem may have been
caused, in part, by a Jack of
publicity from the department,
said Parise, and his self-appointed
task is to change this.
The department, under first •
year director Ron Jacobsen, has
drawn itself away from its more
traditional sports program in the
past, and is planning some
interesting events in the future.

Ski Meet Slated
One of these new events is the
ski meet the department hopes to
initiate in February. The meets
would be held on a Tuesday and
Thursday, but response is needed
from the students, said Parise.
The ski event is the giant
slalom, and it would start on these
days at about 1 p.m. Half price
lift tickets have been negotiated
with the people at the Sandia
Peak Ski run and medals will be
given to the top two places in
each event- coed (two men, two
women), men's team (four men),
and individual men and women.
AU, said Parise, that is needed

_m _______,.,._
'"'·----'""::===~
•-----·
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Presid.ents'.Offer Shunned
Peace Pacl(age Dismissed

• • •
Jim
Pensiero
(10·1)

DISCOVER

,

!

now is the people.
"We feel that intramurals are
for the students, where athletics
in general are for the exceptional
student. We want to reach
everyone, to make our facilities,

that everyone's paying for,
available to everyone," said Parise.
Policy Open Door
This is one reason, added
Parise, that the department is
setting up an open door policy to
any suggestions for events. "We
are very open to any suggestions,"
Parise commented.
Parise said if a student wanted
to participate in a particular event
that is not offered on the IM
listings, he should have only to
inform the department of his
wish, and the department would
take it from there- check out its
fasibility, find out if it had
adequate interest from the
students, etc.
New ideas for events in the IM
department have already been
approved. Bicycle races, frisbee
tournaments, and other ideas have
been introduced,
Facilities Adequate
As far as facilities go, Parise
said so far they are adequate to
supply the students that do
participate. "It's hard to justify
asking for more money for
facilities when there isn't such

participation," said Parise.
He added that the department's
program is not for Greeks only.
Parise said that in the badminton
event last semester only one
non·Greek team was entered.

r········································· •••••••••••••••

John Mulligan

Nordfeldt Exhibit

Mulli~an

Leaves W ol/pack;
Heads /or Nevada School
John ·Mulligan, a part·time
starter for the New Mexico
basketball team this season, has
decided to quit the team and
transfer to the University of
Nevado at Reno.

Athletic ID Cards
Need New Validation
Students at UNM are reminded
that student athletic cards must
be validated for the· second
semester and that students will
not be admitted to basketball
games on first semester cards,
announced the Lobo ticket office.
The athletic cards are validated
at no charge at the UNM Photo
Service, 1820 Las Lomas, N.E.,
from 8 a.m. to noon and from 1·4
p.m. through Friday, Jan. 28.

Student date tickets must be
purchased before 5 p.m. on game
days at the Athletic Ticket Office
on the South Campus. No student
date tickets will be available at
University Arena.
ThP UNM basketball team will
be playing against Arizona State
University tomorrow night and
Arizona Saturday night. Both are
important WAC games. Students
should be sure and get their cards
validated before that time if they
want to attend.

The 6·8 sophomore, a Reno
native, was disenchanted with his
lack of playing time in recent
games.
Lobo head coach Bob King's
deliberate offensive style and
emphasis on defense were also
factors in Mulligan's departure.
The center • forward preferred a
fast break offense and more
opportunity to shoot his effective
outside jump shot.
"Mully" convinced Lobo fans
of his offensive firepower when he
pumped in 14 crucial points to
help edge rival New Mexico State
78·76. John also netted 16 points
in a reserve role against Texas
A&M.
Only Tommy Roberts, starting
point man for the Lobos this
season, and Mike Stewart, a
sometimes

star-ten:•

under
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Nixon's Plan~ for Peace
Gets Favorable Reactions

I!
I

the

basket, remain from the talented
1969·70 freshman squad. Highly
regard cd prospects Mark
Stephenson, John Johnson, and
now Mulligan, who was a redshirt
last season, have all transferred to
different schools.
It remains to be seen whether
the loss of Mulligan will effect
New Mexico's bench strength and
offensive punch during the pivotal
11 conference battles that remain
for the Lobos in the 1971·72
campaign.

GRADUATE STUDENT
ASSOCIATION

ELECTIONS

I
I

I

For President
S Vice-President
Filing Deadline~: 4:30 p.m. Jan. 31
Contact GSA office for further
information 277-3803

!

WASHINGTON (UPI)President Nixon, apparently
concerned over the impact of
continued Vietnam conflict on his
trip to China and on his chances
for re-election, has unveiled
details of secret negotiations with
the communists to end the
Indochina War.
He said the disclosures prove
that Hanoi, .not Washington is
blocking peace.
Nixon told the nation in a
2 4-minute radio and television
address Tuesday night that in
October he secretly submitted to
the communist negotiators at
P.aris an f'illht~point peace plan. l:t
called for a cease·fire and
simultaneous withdrawal of all
U.S. forces and release of war
prisoners over a six-month
period - all within the framework
of an arrangement designed to
settle all political issues. But he
mentioned no specific withdrawal
date.
He suggested there should be
free elections, internationally
supervised, with participation by
the Viet Cong- and said South
Vietnam's controversial president,
Nguyen Van Thieu, was willing to
resign one month before that
balloting took place.
The plan was submitted to the
communists Oct. 11 after Nixon's
national security adviser, Henry
A. Kissinger, made 12 clandestine
trips to Paris. But Nixon admitted
the plan drew no response from
the North Vietnamese and Viet
Cong, who instead took advantage
of the secrecy shrouding the
negotiations to condemn the
United States in public for not
making any new suggestions for
ending the conflict.
Although he did not say so, the
President is known to be
concerned about a heavy North
Vietnamese build up in Laos and
Cambodia along the South
Vietnamese border. The beefing
up indicates the communists are
planning a main force assault into
the Central Highlands at about the
time Nixon is on his way to
Peking, sources said.
High administration officials

\

ARE YOU KOB'S GOLDEN IIRL?
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A gift of 2468 volumes has
been received by the University of
New Mexico general library as a
gift from the estate of David
Stacton, a California novelist and
poet.
David Kelley, director of the
general library, said Stacton used
the UNM library several years ago.
The help he received, particularly
from the interlibrary loan
librarian, Dorothy Wonsmos, were
instrumental in his decision to
contribute manuscripts and books
to the library.
Seven manuscripts were
deposited in the library in
December, 1967, a month before
Stacton died in Denmark .
Thursday, January 27, 1972

to our studios to make a recording to be played on
KOB, asking the public to vote for her. The girl
receiving the most popular votes will be KOB's
GOLDEN GIRL.
Pick up your entry blank at one of the following stores:
Dixie Floral Company
Watchworld
219 Mulberry, N.E.
104 Coronado Center
1500 Wyoming Blvd., N.E.
Eastdale, 2801 Eubank, N.E.

Kurt's Camera Corral, Inc.

Library Gift
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PARIS (UPI)- North Vietnam withdrawal of troops and parallel
and the Viet Cong' consider there liberation or prisoners of war.
-President Nixon ignored the
is nothing nElW in President
Nixon's latest Vietmim pear.e standing communist demand that
package, communist diplomatic South Vietnamese President
Nguyen Van Thieu must be eased
sources said today,
They said that in the eyes of out and replaced by a "national
the communists, the Presidential union" coalition cabinet that
?
address merElly restated a number alone would organize elections.
Thieu said Tuesday he would
of offers already turned down in
resign
with his vice president one
secret Paris talks.
The sources said the President's month before new presidential
message shows heplans to pursue elections to be organized with the
the Vietnamization of the participation of all factions.
Viet Cong delegation
conflict - a policy violently
condemned by Hanoi and the Viet spokesman Ly Van Sa~ said a few
hours before. President Nixl)n
Cong, sources said.
A U.S, delegation spokesman, went on the air that the
informed of the ·critical communist still insist on full
communist stance, said he had compliance with' their basic
"no comment," to all questions. demand- a unilateral date for
Meanwhile, U.S. negotiator complete U.S. departure and the
William J. Porter and his Saigon dumping of Thieu.
-President Nixon also included
colleague Phan Dang Lam
consulted on Thursday's formal in his address a warning he would
submission of the plan to the meet head-on any new communist ..
military attack. The communist in
UP TO SLAVERY, from the Nordfeldt Exhibit in Johnson
communists.
the past have always rejected any
The communist sources said:
Gallery, an oil painting done in 1942. This painting, on loan from
-The President's plan does not such warnings as ''intimidation"
Mrs. B.J.O. Nordfeldt, was done after the artist left New Mexico.
answer communist demands that to win concessions.
The museum, located in Popejoy Hall is open daily except Monday.
Washington must set an unilateral
Soccer Club
final date for a withdrawal of all
UNM
Soccet
Club will meet
U.S. and foreign troops fighting in
today at 8 p.m. in Union Room
South Vietnam.
-Communist demands 231·E. Anyone is welcome.
Student Loans
formulated
in the July 1, 1969
Student loans will be disbursed
Athletic Cards
Hanoi · backed seven · point Viet
Feb. 7, starting with
Athletic
and I.D. cards Will be
Cong
proposal
make
it
clear
that.
authorizations at 8;30 a.m. in
only after the unilateral fixing of issued Jan. 24 through Jan. 28,
room 119 of the Student Aids
a evaculation date would the two 8-12 and 1·4 p.m. at 1820 Las
Building. Bring I.D. card and one
sides get together to discuss steps Lomas N.E. After Jan. 28 there
additional piece of identification
to insure the security of the will be a late charge of $1.50.
have expressed fear that such an
to prove·residence.
offensive might undermine
Nixon's visit to China- and
Nixon Tuesday night appeared to
be trying to head off that
possibility by disclosing his
dealings with Hanoi.
In addition, the speech was an
obvious attempt to prove to the
·,,,,
American electorate - some of
\
whom, he said, "have become
accustomed to· thinking that
whatever ou~ government says
!
mu~t be false" - that communist
I
resistance, not American
/
' reluctance, is responsible for the
lengthy conflict. In particular it
was a move to deprive Democratic
Presidential hopefuls of their
claim that the <!.dministration had
never offered to set a definite date
for withdrawal and telease of the
prisoners.
The National Peace Action
. Coalition said the American
people don't want an ~.:ight·point
plan "but a one point plan - for
the United States to get out of
Indochina now, lock, stock and
Here's your GOLDEN OPPORTUNITY to become a
barrel." And Sen. George S.
radio personalit'/, and represent KOB in the coming
McGovern (D·S.D.), one of the
year
at some of Albuquerque's, finest stores! A
numerous Democratic presidential
hopefuls, said Nixon was revealing
once-in-a-lifetime chance· to be KOB's GOLDEN
his negotiations because "the
GIRL, in honor of our Fiftieth Anniversary. You'll
President has run this war to -suit
meet C;lnd work with the KOB air personalities.
his election timetable."
McGovern said he doubted
Win $500 cash, a solid gold watch, 20 steak dinners,
Hanoi would accept the proposal
and added, "I am sure if he set a
use of a sporty Toyota for a year, fresh cut flowers
definite deadline negotiations
for a year; a sportswear ensemble personally coordi·
would get underway for the
nated for YOU, a super radio, and many other prize§'.
release of the POWs and
cease·fire."
To be eligible, you must be between the ages of 18
Senate GOP leadet Hugh Scott,
however, praised the President
and 24, single, and a high school graduate, or will
and said his disclosures should
graduate by June 1972. KOB's panel of judges will
"end those doubts and misgivings
by which our people have been
select five finalists from all the GOLDEN GIRL
sadly misled."
entrants. Each of these five lucky ga.Js will be invited

3417 Central, N.E.
523 Coronado Center

Marilyn's Pantique

~~ ' . ~-"
Expert ~~1g Hair Design

6309 Menaul, N.E.

Mr. Steak
1400 San Pedro, N.E.

Julian Garcia's Toyota City
Rio Grande Blvd. & 1·40 Exit

Nancy Hamilton Bridals I Sir John Tuxedos
3300 Central, S.E.

No Nets, Gels, Laquer
Sprays, Heat, or Other
Sissy Put Ons
For Men or \Vomen
For Apjloiutment Call
255'•0166
5504 Central A1·c. S.E.
(1 Blk. East of San Mateo)

,;llilll··············-..
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Winners Wear Hoods

"'·--····"-

Commandos Get F ox~T opped Trophy·
WASHINGTON ( UPI)-Five
men and women "eco·dommandos" who exposed pollutio11
of Miami's beaches and waterways
were acclaimed Wednesday as
winners of a contest for the most
daring and imaginative guerrilla
warfare tactics against polluters.
Their award, a trophy topped
with the figure of a fox, was
presented at a banquet Tuesday
by Environmental Action, the
private group that sponsored the
contest. Four of the Miamians,
two lnen and two women,
appeared for the presentation
wearing hoods to keep their
identities secret.
The f i r s t of the
eco-commandos, three. winning
capers occurred the night of April
21, 1970. They sneaked into six
Miami sewage treatment plants
and lobbed "bombs" of yellow
dye into a tank. The next day
Miami's streams and canals were
bright yellow.

-------

WILLICH, West Germany
(UPI)-This rural village bought its
volunteer fire chief a fire engine
·red bicycle and called it progress.
A town spokesman said the
residents decided the chief could
travel faster on the bicycle than
by car to the fire station 100
yards from his home.

CLASSIFIED

The ceo-commandos
distributed news releases
proclaiming they had proved local

Before dawn April 4, 1970, the
eco·commandos posted 800 signs
on Miami beaches warning that
swimmers and fishermen risked
disease from wastes washing
ashore. Thousands of persons out
for a holiday swim saw the signs
before officials removed them.
Three months later, the
eco·commandos boated to the end
of a 12,000·foot pipe through
which Miami pumps sewage into
the Atlantic Ocean.
The city contends that the gulf
stream carries the wastes out to
sea, but the eco·commandos
released 700 sealed bottles, each
containing a note explaining the
action and cards for finders to
mail to Florida's governor and to
the Miami news.
"This is where Miami's sewage
go.es," the l'!ards said. Within 12
days the Miami news had received
more than 70 cards from bottles
that washed ashore.
The second prize went to an
Englishman, also unidentified,
who proposed a chain letter
promoting monthly mailings of
garbage to top officials of
p o 11 u ting firms. "Within eight
weeks that man will receive
4 0, 0 0 0 pieces of assorted
garbage," the entrant claimed.
The "fox" trophy was named
after a Kane County, Ill., man
who sloshed odorous wastes from
a steel company's outflow pipe
onto the plush carpets of the
firm's offices.

.

authorities were wrong in
asserting that sewage wastes
floated harmlessly downstream.

ASUNM Speakers
Among the speakers planned
for this semester, starting with
Raymond Jorgensen on Feb, 3,
are Bobby Seale, Adelle Davis,
and possibly Richard Braughtigan.
Good-King-Henry is a perennial
herb native to Great Britain.

ADVERTISING

WHERE; Journalism Building. Room
RATES: 7c per word, 20 word minimum ($1.40) per time run. U ad is to
205, afternoons preferably or mail.
run five i)r more consecutive ,days with
Classified Advertising
no changes the rate II! reduced to 6e
UNM P.O. Box 20
per word and the minimum number of
Albuquerque, N.M. 87106
words to 10.
TERMS: Payment must be made In full prior to insertion of advertisement

.........

CAMPUS BRIEF§
Jewish Conference

"

I

for Alienation." All four events
will be held in the Kiva.

There will be a Southwestern
Jewish Student conference held at
Christian Science Meeting
the new Ramada Inn Feb. 18-21,
The Christian Science
There will be a guest speaker, Organization will begin meeting
films and discussion groups. For Thursday, 5:30 p.m. in room 230
further information contact Linda of the Union.
Lefton at 256-3439 before Feb. 1.
Dames Club
UNM Dames Club will meet
Fine Arts Libr~ry Hours
Fine Arts Library Saturday Feb. 1, 7:30-9:30 p.m. at 820
Muriel, N.E. There will be an
hours are being changed to 9 a.m.
interior decorating demonstration.
to 1 p.m. Full days are not
possible under the present library
Schedule Changes
operating budget.
Anthro 315 001 R, Nilton TT
11-12:15 MH 121
ASUNM Vacancies
Anthro 315 002 H. Paymella
ASUNM has vacancies on
'IT
3:30-4:45 MH 115
several committees including
Am.
Studies 302 001
Popular Entertainment,
Nilson-Sando
TT 7-8:45 p.m. MH
Publications Board and Student
116
Affairs among others.
Am. Studies 302 002 E, Napp
If interested in applying for one
of these vacancies contact the W 7-10 p.m. Anthro 176
Eng 280 013 P. Brown TT
ASUNM secretary in room 248 of
2-3:15 MH 115
the Union.

Kaufman
Walter Kaufman will make a
series of appearances Thursday
and Friday. 2 p.m. Thursday will
be "Nietzsche: His relevance
Today," at 8 p.m. "The Fear of
Freedom." On Friday he will read
his poetry at 3 p.m. and at 8 he
will give a lecture on "The Need

i Calling U

New Smogless Bus'
Runs Out of Steam
OAKLAND, CAlif. (UPI)The inaugural run of the nation's
first steam - powered bus received
an "enthusiastic response from
patrons Tuesday. Then it broke
down.
Engineers said a piston in the
engine broke loose and caused
undetermined damage, putting the
bus out of service for at least a
week.
The bus, intended to be a

January 27, 1972
Student Affairs: 1:30·3:30 p.m.;
Union Room 230
Christian Science Organization;
5:30-8 p.m.; Union Room 230
Film Committee; 6, 8, & 10 p.m.;
Union Theater
Soccer Club; 6-8 p.m.; Union Room
231-E
Circle K; 7·9:30 p.m.; 253
Walter Kaufmann; 2 p.m. and 8
p.m.: in the Kiva
January 28, 1972
Movie, Union Theater; Wild
Strawberries; 75 cents with student ID.

IRS
Next time you call the weather
call the IRS while you are at it
and take advantage of their new
free information service, For
immediate information on tax
returns, bills, notices, letters, or
the economic stabilization
.program call 843-3101 in
Albuquerque,

EXPERT TAX
PREPARATION
$5. SD-$10. Itemized Deduction
$2,50 for additional schedule~

"Satisfied Students today are
customers in years to come
... We plan to satisfy. STUDENT DISCOUNT 20%."
SINGER TAX SERVICE

1) PERSONALS

5)

ORTHODOX BAHA'I FffiESIDES, Thursday nights, 7:30, 521 Spruce SE, Apt.
315. For information or transportation,
call 242-4839, or write P.O. Box 737,
Albu., 87103.
MARRIED AND SINGLE STUDENTS.
Hospitalization insul'ance. Pays up to
$460 for maternity. For Info telephone
242-1217. 2/8
THIS SATURDAY IN CONCERT-John
Denver-with Fat City. Advance tickets
$3,60 from Uncle Sam's Dept. Store1 111
Harvatd. 1/28
AGORA-Is going back on ngular schedule
for second semester. 24 hours, no I.D., no
money necessary. NW corner Mesa Vista
Hall. 277-3013 tfn
~'~~~~~~~---~-------~EXPERIENCE
A HIGH IN LEATHER:
pants, jackets, belts, wallets, hats, bags,
knapsacks. Upstairs at THE LEATHERBACK TURTLE, 2933 Monte Vista NE
(behind Triangle Bar) Tfn

TAOS SKI AREA. By owner. Large furnished efficiency condominium. Sleeps 4,
Sierra del Sol No. 7. Near Jlfts. 505-776expert bookkeeping&: tax serv.
2689 eves. or 606-776-2981. Or write. 2/2
299-2325
1336 Wyoming N.E.
1970 KARMAN GHIA. 13,500 miles,
loaded I 268-0110, G PM to 10 AM. 2/2
(above Montessori school)
HOME-MADE SOUP~ stews, bread. 8 to
3, Ther<'Se's. 1607 l.io.rlisle SE. 2/2
STEREO COMPONENT SYSTEM including AM-F.M multiplex tuner, w/75 watts
of music power. Full sized deluxe BSR
turntable w/4 speaker cross-over system.
$88.00,
cMh
or
temu1.
UNITED
forerunner of smogless transit
FREIGHT SALES, 3920 San Mateo NE.
systems, was developed during the
Open seven days a w~-:.::k::..•- - - - past three years at a cost
2 GOODRICH SNOW TIRES. Size li.G0/13
call 255-7938. Prof. Tomllns in Language
exceeding $1.6 million.
department. 2/1
GOLDEN RETRIEVER PUPPY. A dog
for those who enjoy the outdoors. AKC
registered, all shots. 268-6602_.__________
TWIN BED FRAMES, $7.50 each. Apt.
size go.s range, $4G.OO. GE washer and
dryer, $35.00 each. 877:9733. 2/1
CROSS COUNTRY SKIS. Donna 210,
Good Bargain, $30.00, 266-4457. 2/1
UNCLE SAM'S DEPARTMENT STORE,
111 Harvard. Pea Coats, $15.05. Book
bags in three styles from $1.50. Smoking
accessories. 2/1
NEW"& USED MUSICAL INSTRU•
MENTS & RECORDS. Brothers Music.
1831 Central NW. 242-3745. 1/28.
CHEVY VAN-1961. New engine lnstnlled
December. Body In good shape too. Too
good to last long. Call 266·2616 after 3
pm. 2/1__________....,...,,.---....,..---------SCHWINN 10-speed with lock and themproof tires, $100. Bernie at 842-9004, 2/1
-rni UiiA'fHEii:B'A\iK 'I'Ufr1'L1} ••··,
~organic haberdasher has pants that fit
where others leave off. Upstairs at 2!!33
Monte Vista NE. (Behind the Triangle
Bar). T!n
Included in this big sale are the following automatic turntables and record changers
CAMERAS, 2 en. SRT 101, normal, wide,
at BIG SAVINGS complete with base, dust cover and magnetic cartridge.
tele. lenses, case, C-3, 180 rom, 35,-2~~.
5x7, enlargers. Print washer(big), much
more. Ken. 26!l•4537. 1/27.
list
sale
list
sale
WE HAVE BLUE JEAN BELLS, SB.OO.
_}obo Men's Shop~ 2120 Central SE.
HAND-MAD!-~ LEATHER PANTS. CusSl
95.45
tom. Reasonable price. Experienced. 28268!14. 2/3.
SL
LEVI BUSH JEANS nt $10. Now available
in green & tan at Lobo Men's Shop,
Sl
H
2120 Cer.tral SE.
SL
MARTIN GUITAR5-New shipment just
H
arrived. KING :MUSIC, 7017 Menaul NE

2)

LOST & J!'OUND

FOUND: KNAP sack with name on it.
Identify and pickup at Room 205 Journalism.
•
REWARD offered for ring lost on campus
Tuesday-wide gold band with unusual
symbols-:-if found, call 255-4116 atfer 4
PM. 1/28
NEED MY J.D.'s and glasses !rom the
brown leather purse taken in the LIbrary, They can't help you. Call 3441825. 1/28
FOUND. Kenneth Peter's ~oclal security
card. Pickup at Room 205, Journalism.
$10.00 REWARD---Bia;k Waiiet:Eagleboy.
No qurotlons. Phone 266-403!! pleaile. 2/1

3) SERVICES
PEDAL & SPOKE 10·specd performance
adjuJtment speeinl: Adjust braltcs :md
gearR, true wheels,~ lube cabl<'S, chains
nncl gears. Tighten nil nuto nnd bolts.
Itrnular nd:iustment price $6.75, now
only 85.00, Parts additional charge. Comparable savings on nil ntylcs of bicydes.
Offer good until Feb. 7. Pedal & Spoke,
_!Uchmond nt Central NE. 1/28
PHOTOGRAPHY COURSE- Individualized instruction in photo i'undamentals, or
tailored to your present level. Taught by
serious pro!cS!Jionnl. Use of my excellent
darkroom for heavy practice. Lectures,
discussions, argumento, field trips, critiques. Limited to eight serious students.
_2J_enr_l!NM. Ca~ 265~~44 •• ~1/~8_____
PROBLEM: Cur using more gas lately?
SOLUTION: Rebuild your carburetor w/
Hl·Altitude jets-plus tune-up. All work
guamnteed, Minimum $20.00. Call 29683'16, 7-10 a.m. 6-10 p.m. 1/28
PASSPORT, lMMIGiiATii>N, INDENTIFICATION photo. Fagt, inexpensive,
pleasing. Near UNM. Call 266-2444 or
come to 1717 Girard Blvd. NE. 1/28
HAS YOUR 10-SPEED got the blues 1 10·
speed tune ups $15. THE BIKE SHOP,
823 Yale SE. 842-9100. 2/4
GROUP TAOS SKI TRIPS, $35.00 includes
lodging, transportation & discounts. 2825406. 3/9.
TYPING-FAST-ACCURATE. 50¢ page.
296-4063. 1/27.
FINE OLD FASHIONED PORTRAIT
PHOTOGRAPHY. Family, Children,
Andrea West. 282-5894, 2/8.
TYPING. IBM with carbon ribbon. 12
yeam experience. Dissertations a. specialty. 298·3804. 1/27.
LIFE-STYLE PHOTO-PORTRAITS In
your natural habitat. Call Paul Wilson
at 898-4964 or 266-2026. 1/27.
OVERSEAS JOBS FOR STUDENTS. Aus•
tralJla, Europe, S. America, Africa. etc.
All proCessions and occupations. $700 to
$3,000 monthly, Expenses paid, overtime,
sightseeing, Free Information. Write,
Jobs Overseas, Dept. K9, Box 15071, San
Diego, CA, 92116. 2/3.

4) FORRENT
PARKING SPACE !or rent by al!mcater.
$45.00. Stanford nt Central. Almost.
Phone 299-1166 nrter 4 :00 P.M. Ask for
Lee. 1/28
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FOR SALE

SALE

INVENTORY REDUCTION

KLH SPEAKERS

Model
Model
Model
Model

3..;;;, -

_ _:..oc;:;_-=-'---'-'>-

-~-

---------------------

-------------------------~1/28

NEW !I)-SPEEDS. Great selection. Trade_ins welcome. THE BIKE SHOP 823 Yale
SE, 842-9100. 2/4.
NEW 1971 SINGER SEWING :MACHINES equipped to do most anything, $49.95. Cash or Terms. Open 7
days a week. United Freight Sales, 3920
San Mateo NE. tfn.
KASTLE 201is with Marker Bindings
Lange Boots, size 8~. Barrecrafter poles.
Used 1 sea.,on, Original Cost $285. Sell
!or $160. Sec McDonald at Joumaliam

6)

MISCELLANEOUS

"SUE'S" Rummage Sale continues until
sold out I 1611 Carlisle SE. 2/2
ENROLL NOW l Accredited Bible Coumes.
Christian Student Center, 130 Girard NE.
265 ..1312.
2/4.
PHOTOGRAPHY CLASSES. Beginning,
Intermediate, Advanced, Ask for Andrea
West. Experienced. 282·1i894. 2/3.

Make the Short Trip to
Menaul & Pennsylvania
You'll be glad you did!

CHOOSE FROM THE BEST SELECTION AT THE BEST PR!CES

Garrard 40 B
Garrard
55
Garrard
65
Garrard
72
Garrard
95
Garrard z 100

Miracord 620
Miracord 630
110.45
Miracord 650
135.45
Maricord 660
177.45
Maracord 50
270.50
Maricord 770 H
Dual 1215 in
CHECK OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU BUY
Dual 1218
Dual 1219
75.45

59.00
75.00
89.95
113.95
149.95
229.95

STEREO SYSTEMS

from $220.00

EMPLOYMENT

COLLEGE STUDENT TO REPRESENT
LOCAL FillM IN MARKETING new
product developed by the National Aeron•
autlcs & Space Administration. Introduce
fellow students & friends to an adventure
In the "World of Sound." Earn top $$.
Call Mr. Ashley 268-375.;..::6'..:2;:../1::.___,._ _
BABYSITTER WANTED. Two children.
My home. Own tmnsportatlon only, 2683501!. 1/27

7)

1

32 Save 5.45 ea.
17 Save 8.00 ea.
6 Save 20.00 ea.
23 Save 40.00 ea.

SALE

SEE OUR SPECIAL AT
We Take Trades

145.75
175.75
143.80
198.80
236.85
295.85
stock
211.35
252.05

99.95
134.95
119.95
159.95
189.95
239.95

172.95
209.95

SpeciallO% Discount from oor Alre~dy Low
Blank Tape Prices with Student I.D.

244.50 A BEST BUY

Check oor VERY AFFORDABLE
USED EQUIPMENT

----------------------------New Receiver $109.95
----------------------------·
Open Mon-Wed·Fri until 9:00
296-6978

7611 Menaul N.E.
NEW MEXICO LOBO

5
I

